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ATTACHMENT

List of Commissioners' questions filed in docket 18-0405, sorted by Topic

A. Re u lat ion  Model /Le al issues

2.

3 .

4.

5 .

6.

7.

Commissioner Olson 's October 2, 2019, questions:

l . Does the Arizona Constitution specifically require the Corporation Commission to

grant monopoly service territories to public service corporations?

What was the original justification for the Commission granting monopoly service

tenitories to electric utilities?

Does that original justification hold true today?

Is the generation of the electricity today a natural monopoly?

Is the provision of customer service and billing of electricity today a natural

monopoly?

If not, what is the continued justification for maintaining monopoly service

territories for these services?

Why shouldn't the model of regulated competition in telecommunications be

applied to electricity in the State?

10.

11.

Commissioner Dunn 's September 30, 2019, questions:

LelzaI and Commission Jurisdiction

8. Are there any legal bankers to retail competition in Arizona?

9. How do we square our constitutional obligation to set just and reasonable rates with

the adoption of electric retail competition?

a. is a rate range constitutional?

b. Will the Commission set the return on equity for competitive suppliers?

If we implement electric retail competition, how do we avoid the pitfalls of Phelps

Dodge Corp. v. Ariz. Arizona Electric Power Coop., 207 Ariz. 95 (App. 2004)?

If retail electric competition is implemented in Arizona, what will be the role of the

Commission in:

a. Determining the reasonable rate of return and prudency for market

participants and former public service corporations?
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12.

13.

14.

15.

b. Customer disconnection?

Will the Arizona Legislature have a role to play in a deregulated system?

If Arizona does deregulate and subsequently experiences unintended consequences

as a result of the market stricture, can Arizona "re-regulate?"

Have any other states tried to "re-regulate"? If so, why and were they able to "re-

regulate?"

What would the effect of deregulation have on the overall tax revenue for the state

of Arizona?

Impact on Electric Providers

16.

b.

c.

d.

17.

What will happen to the public service corporations if deregulation is implemented

in Arizona?

a. Can the Commission deregulate one public service corporation and leave

the other public service corporations under the existing system?

If the Commission deregulates all electric public service corporations, will

Salt River Project and municipal power providers, like the City of Mesa and

die Town of Gilbert, also be subject to deregulation under current Arizona

law?

What happens to electric cooperatives if Arizona implements deregulation?

Will electric providers be able to opt out of deregulation or will it be

mandatory?

Will public service corporations be able to compete in a deregulated Arizona

system?

a.

b.

18.

Will public service corporations have to divest themselves of generation

sources?

What services will the public service corporations provide after

deregulation?

Will deregulation result in stranded asset costs for public service corporations or

other interested parties?

a. If yes, what are the estimated stranded asset costs if deregulation took effect

today?
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b.

C.

If yes, will those costs be passed on to customers?

Can a deregulated Arizona be structured to avoided stranded asset costs?

B. Regional Transmission Organizations/FERC Issues

2.

3 .

4.

5 .

Commissioner Olson 's October 2, 2019, questions:

1. What is the role that the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC")

currently plays in regulating transmission in our State?

What is the role that FERC plays in regulating wholesale markets?

What is the role that FERC plays in regulating RTOs?

If Arizona joined an RTO, what specific jurisdiction or oversight would the ACC

lose to FERC?

If Arizona joined an RTO, what specific jurisdiction or oversight would the ACC

lose to the RTO?

7.

8 .

b.

c.

Commissioner Dunn 's September 30, 20]9, questions:

6. Phelps Dodge prohibits the Commission from requiring utilities to join an RTO. Is

it possible to be a fully deregulated system without joining an RTO?

a. If yes, how are those deregulated jurisdictions diet don't belong to an RTO

structured?

b. If yes, are these jurisdictions partially or fully deregulated?

If retail electric competition is implemented in Arizona, what will be the role of the

Commission in an RTO?

Do we have the transmission/grid in place to join an RTO other than California

Independent System Operator ("CAISO")?

a. Does our current grid/transmission system allow Arizona to participate in

the Southwest Power Pool ("SPP")'? If not, what would the cost be to

connect and who would pay for it?

Can we create an RTO with Colorado, Utah, Nevada, or New Mexico? If

yes, what would be the costs to create an RTO and who would pay for it?

Are there any bankers to joining an RTO that is not CAISO?
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9.

b.

10.

11.

Who appoints the leadership of CAISO?

a. If Arizona joins CAISO, would we have equal representation and an equal

vote?

Do any other jurisdictions belong to CAISO or is the membership limited

to California utilities?

c. Would Arizona have jurisdiction over CAISO governance and decisions?

d. What is FERC's role in CAISO?

How long does it take to establish an RTO if it doesn't already exist?

a. What is the average cost to establish an RTO?

b. What are the average annual budget costs for an R TO once established?

In an RTO, will Arizona be able to decide what costs for building out the grid and

new transmission infrastructure are passed on to the customers?

b.

C .

d.

FERC issues: Commissioner Dunn's September 30, 20]9, questions:

12. What role will FERC play in a deregulated Arizona energy system?

a. Are there any pending cases against FERC for exceeding its jurisdiction? If

yes, please provide details of each case.

Has FERC ever alleged that states have exceeded their jurisdiction? If yes,

please provide the details of each case.

Has the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners

("NARUC") filed suits or lodged complaints against FERC on behalf of

state utility commissions? If yes, please provide details of each case.

Will FERC have plenary power over the sources of generation in a

deregulated Arizona system?
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C. EDAM Dav Ahead Market

4.

5 .

Commissioner Olson's October 2, 2019, questions:

1. When do utilities expect to have a functioning ElM day-ahead market?

2. What are the issues left to work out before the ElM day-ahead market is operable?

3. How is the ElM day ahead market similar to and different from being a full member

of the California ISO?

Would the ElM day-ahead market be the same day ahead market that operates in

CAISO?

How is the governance of the ElM day-ahead market different than the CAISO

governance?

b .

Commissioner Dunn 's September 30, 2019, questions

6. Will the savings to customers that result from the Energy imbalance Market

("E11V1") and the Enhanced Day-Ahead Market ("EDAM") continue if electric

utilities join an RTO? This assumes that public service corporations have or will

join die ElM and/or EDAM.

a. Are electric utilities getting all the benefits of an RTO through ElM and

EDAM?

Are there other benefits ofjoining an RTO that could be realized?

D. Default/Standard Service

2.

3 .

4 .

5 .

Commissioner Olson 's October 2, 2019, questions:

1 . Under the existing Competitive Rules, were incumbent utilities expected or allowed

to offer "standard service"'?

What was the standard service and if incumbent utilities divested their assets, how

did they obtain the energy?

Upon revisiting the Rules, should incumbent utilities be allowed to offer default

service?

If so, how will utilities obtain energy to serve default customers?

Would the Commission regulate and approve the default service rates?
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6 .

7 .

8.

How would die Commission ensure that incumbent utilities providing default

service would not shift default service costs into transmission and distribution in

order to require competitive service providers to subsidies the default service?

Is it possible for the Commission to bid and select an electric service provider to

operate as a Provider of Last Resort?

Should the Commission consider a phase out of default service so that at some point

customers would not be served by the incumbent utilities but would default to

service with a competitive affiliate or another elective service provider?

4.

5 .

6 .

7.

E. Reserve Mar ns

Commissioner Olson 's October 2, 20]9, questions:

1. What is the standard reserve margin that our utilities attempt to carry for reliability?

2. Is that a general rule, is it codified anywhere speciticadly?

3. According to Pinnacle West's 2018 Statistical Report the company's reported

reserve margins from 2015 to 2018 were 26.8%, 29.7%, l4.5%, and 18.1%

respectively. Why is the company maintaining reserve margins at this level?

What is the cost to ratepayers for maintaining these reserves?

What models have been used in competitive states to address resource capacity?

Should Arizona consider whether to forgo investing in a forward capacity market?

Should the Commission order electric service providers to bring their own

capacity?

F. Consumer Protections

Commissioner Dunn 's September 30, 2019, questions:

1. If retail electric competition is implemented in Arizona, what will be the role of the

Commission in:

a. Deceptive trade practices?

b. Price gouging or generation price spikes?

c. Disincentivizing market manipulation?
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transmission distributiond .

2 .

3.

b .

Investigating market participants, and/or

companies when a concern is raised?

Have any patterns of consumer fraud occurred in deregulated states?

a. If yes, how have those issues been addressed?

b. If yes, have other commissions taken action against Me market participants?

c. Have otherjurisdictions sued power providers over improper consumer and

business practices in their states? If yes, what were the circumstances of

those cases and how were the cases resolved?

How will a deregulated system ensure that all customers are treated equally and

have similar access to rate offerings?

a. Will all customers have equal access to price plans or will they be different

based on location? Income? Credit score?

What will the impacts of deregulation be on mral customers?

G. Divestiture of Util itv Owned Generation/Ensuring Adequate Generation/Integrated
Resource Plans

2 .

Commissioner Dunn 's September 30, 2019, questions:

l . If retail electric competition is implemented in Arizona, what will be the role of the

Commission in:

a. Integratedresourceplanning?

b. Ensuring safe and reliable electricity to customers?

c. Ensuring there is adequate generation to serve all customers, i.e. avoid

customer curtailments and service intemlptions during peak periods?

Will public service corporations be able to compete in a deregulated Arizona

system?

a.

b.

Will public service corporations have to divest diemselves of generation

sources?

What services will the public service corporations provide after

deregulation?
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H. Application of Renewable Energv and/or Energv Requirements to Competitive
Providers

2 .

b .

c .

3 .

Commissioner Dunn 's September 30, 2019, questions:

1. If retail electric competition is implemented in Arizona, what will be the role of the

Commission in:

a. Renewable mandates or goals?

b. Clean mandates or goals?

If Arizona adopts retail competition, is it guaranteed that Arizona's power will

include more clean or renewable generation sources? Is it guaranteed diet more

clean or renewable generation will be built in Arizona? What is the experience in

other deregulated states?

a. With customer choice in retail competition, do customers choose clean and

renewable generation rate plans more than conventional generation rate

plans? What has happened with other deregulated states on this issue?

What has happened to the generation mix in states that have fully

deregulated? Has there been a growth in conventional generation sources?

Do deregilated States see a reduction in the percentage of nuclear power

generation?

In an RTO, will die renewable goals or mandates of other RTO member states

impact Arizona customer bills if Arizona utilities are also members of the RTO?

I. Consumer ChoiceA e at ion

Commissioner Kennedy 's August 19, 2019, questions:

"I took particular notice of the states that have attempted competition and seem to be having second
thoughts, but are now finding it hard to find their way back to where they were before allowing
competition. This underscores the risk the Commission takes if it makes changes too hastily. Such
a decision might not be reversible if the Commission deregulates. We have seen examples in
California and Texas of what can go wrong once deregulation occurs.

Examining what has happened in other states, I really didn't see enough evidence that residential
users have saved money except through Community Choice Aggregation ("CCA"), but I certainly
saw many problems, especially with what appears to be a pattern of consumer fraud. I would like
Staff to examine how CCA would be implemented."
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9 .

10.

11.

12.

Please provide a list of all jurisdictions where CCAs are providing services.

Please list all services provided (residential, commercial, industrial etc.)

Are CCAs another form of monopoly?

How are CCAs formed? Via legislation or rules?

Are customers or utility ratepayers required to obtain electric service from a CCA

or can they obtain electric service from another provider?

Should a CCA be required to obtain a Certificate of Convenience and Necessity

("CC & N")?

Can a Home Owner's Association ("HOA") be allowed to font a CCA?

Should a CCA be allowed to transfer its CC & N to an HCA?

If an HOA is allowed to form a CCA, should the HOA be allowed to disconnect or

bundle non-regulated with regulated services?

Are CCAs the same or similar to our regulated Cooperatives?

Can the Commission conduct a pilot program for retail competition to cover an area

of 20 square miles?

Please provide detailed information regarding the structure of CCAs in other

jurisdictions.

2.

3.

4.

J. Customer Relations. Rates. and Renewable Energy

Commissioner Dunn 's September 30, 2019, questions:

Customer Relations. Rates. and Renewable Energy

1. How is restructuring the current electric system to allow retail competition in the

public interest?

Can we guarantee that all customer bills will be reduced, assuming usage remains

the same, under a deregulated system?

What percentage of the total customer bill would be affected by deregulation?

Will there be a default electric provider in an Arizona deregulated system?

a. If yes, how is that accomplished OD a statewide basis?

b. If monthly bills are reduced under deregulation, is it likely that residential

bills will go up before they go down in a deregulated system?

9
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c.

d.

5.

6.

If monday bills are reduced under deregulation, how long will it take for

the average residential customer to see a bill reduction?

What would the overall bill impact be, on average, during a summer and a

winter billing period for each customer class? At l year post-deregulation,

at 5 years post-deregulation, at 10 years post -deregulation?

What will happen to any clean or renewable energy rules if Arizona fully

deregulates the electric system?

What will happen to any natural gas moratoriums if Arizona full deregulates the

electric system?

8.

9.

Commissioner Olson 's October 2, 2019, questions:

7. Do our electric utilities have the ability to offer tailored energy plans to companies

that wish to purchase 100% renewable energy?

How does the production of renewable energy compare between states with energy

competition and states with vertically integrated monopolies?

Do states with energy competition maintain renewable energy standards for all

electric service providers?

sK . Next Ste s and Future Potential Worksho

Commissioner Marquez-Peterson 's September 27, 2019 proposals regarding possible
workshops:

"I have highlighted a series of potential workshops below structured around the many questions
that I have that I feel would be of value to the Commission and would help inform any decision I
would make.... I understand that we may not schedule all of these workshops or structure them in
the way I have outlined. I simply offer them as an illustration of the many issues we have yet to
address and to highlight the many questions I would like to see answered."

l . Workshop on 50 state survey (Proposed for December). Other States' research and

transition, costs and benefits to customers, roadblocks, type of "dereg" each State

was pursuing and why, whether each State was or was not connected to other States

in regional wholesale markets, and how the political participate of each State has

skewed markets in favor of their respective States.
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2.

3.

4.

Workshop on Natural Monopolies and the Regulatory Compact: Legal discussions

on what "natural monopolies" are and what the "regulatory compact" is (Is it

Generation? Is it Transmission? Is it Wireless Transmission? Is it fleets of Mobile

Batteries, such as EVs? Is it Distrlbution?), Policy discussions on what the benefits

and drawbacks of "natural monopolies" and "regulatory compacts" are, Legal and

policy discussions on what "competitive markets" are and what is required to have

a "competitive market," Discussion on what "dereg" means, Is Direct-X "dereg"?

Is aggregation "dereg"? Are PPA's "dereg"'? Is competitive billing, meter reading,

or customer service dereg"? Discussion from an accounting/legal/economics

perspective regarding which line items on an income statement or balance sheet

represent "competitive" expenditures arid which line items represent "natural

monopoly" expenditures.

Workshop on "choice" and what the Commission means by granting customers

"choice," Is it more rate plans offered by existing utilities? Is It more green choice

selections, customer polls, and the democratization of rate offerings that our

existing utilities provide? Is it opening up "freedom" and allowing any and all of

Arizona's customers to directly "choose" any and all combinations of retail electric

service providers, meter readers, billing companies, customer service call center

providers, generation sources, and/or transmission service providers? Is this in the

public interest or not, and if not, then how does the Commission ensure its version

of "choice" will be in the public interest? Policy discussion on the outcome of

"choice" in the last APS rate case.

Workshop on the Colnmission's Goals & Objectives, Technical and legal

discussion on what the types of defined market structures are and what the

Commission's possible, defined market boundaries could be; Policy discussion on

what the Commission's desired/intended market structure is and why the

Commission wants to pursue such a market structure, i.e., what does Arizona gain

or lose as a result of each possible market structure, and what is the Commission's

ultimate objective in deciding which market structure it should aim for:

a. Workshop on RTO's & ISO's generally, what they are, how they work, what

they require, is this what we want?

l l
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b.

c.

5.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

6.

Workshop on Community Choice Aggregation & aggregation generally,

what is it; how is it different than co-ops?

Workshop on intra -CC&N residential and commercial energy trading and

aggregation, what do these enable, what do they require, how can customers

aggregate their producing power within a CC&N, like a "virtual power

plant"? How can customers aggregate their buying power within a CC&N

like collective bargaining?

Workshops on the stakeholders and stakeholder Impacts. Who wins & who loses?

How do we equalize? Should we equalize?

a. Workshop on urban customers - rate impact & who will serve them,

pros/cons, solutions.

Workshop on rural customers - rate impact& who will serve them,

pros/cons, solutions, how to ensure equal service.

Workshop on tribes - likelihood of building new generation on land, rate

impact, who will serve, pros/cons, solutions.

Workshop on commercial/industrial customers & water companies - rate

impact & who will serve them, pros/cons.

Workshop OI] existing utility & merchant plants/ new merchant plants- who

will own them, who will they serve, & where will they be built? rate impact,

pros/cons; public policy.

Workshop on co-ops, impact on co-ops and their customers, are they

different, should they be exempt, if so, then how?

Workshop on non -jurisdictional entities, how will they be impacted, what

happens if they join/ don't join; should they join; should the Commission

make them join, can the Commission make them join, would they become

jurisdictional entities or not, would jurisdictional entities become non-

jurisdictional or not; what would the impact to their ratepayers be, what

would die impact to our ratepayers be?

Workshops on Commission control and what the Commission is seeking to cede or

retain regarding its constitutional authority over resource planning, energy

standards, rate setting, consumer protections, and reliability, Legal discussions on
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b.

c.

d.

e.

7.

8.

each topic, including what constitutional changes would be needed, if any, for the

Commission to legally cede such control, Policy discussions on whether such

constitutional changes are or are not in the best interest of the public/stakeholders,

and, if so, then for which members of the public/stakeholders specifically? :

a. Workshop on energy standards, how were they handled in the past, would

they be relevant in a deregulated market?

Workshop on resource planning, how was this handled in the past; would it

still be relevant in a deregulated market?

Workshop on retell protection/'rraud, how can deregulated markets be

manipulated, who prosecutes bad actors?

Workshop on reliability & reserve margin; how will blackouts be prevented;

who ensures enough power, at what cost?

Workshop on rate setting, how do we overcome Phelps Dodge, are mins

and maxes good enough, are we ceding control to FERC? is the

Commission willing to accept rate hikes as a market signal for building

reliable and baseload power?

Workshop on stranded assets and the expectation of recovery on all divestitures,

Legal and policy discussion on the Commission's ultimate goals and whether the

Commission is actively seeldng to penalize/dismantle incumbent utilities (such as

dlrough the implementation of "dereg" without granting recovery on stranded

assets) or whether the Commission seeking to find true cost savings for common

and low-income customers, If the latter, then how will cost saving to be

accomplished in light of stranded assets?

Workshop on the "free market," Economic discussion on what a "tree market" is

and is not, Regulatory discussion on whether deregulated energy markets in other

states are or are not true "tree markets," and if so or if not, then to what degree are

they "free markets" and why, Policy discussion on what states/customers/utilities/

stakeholders gain or lose by moving to or away from "tree markets" in the utility

sector, Legal/Policy/ or Economic discussion on the "free market of political

power" and what it means for States (such as state legislators and PUC's) to be

political participants, themselves, in a regional " tree market. " If Arizona enters
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9.

the "market," then is it ready and willing to also acknowledge and accept that other

States (such as Nevada, Utah, Oregon, etc., and their legislatures and PUCs) could

also enter the "market" and likely will give their utilities a competitive advantage

over our utilities in Arizona (See, for example, Illinois subsidizing nuclear in

Illinois to the detriment of coal in Ohio).

Workshop on final direction of the Commission. Summary of all findings.

Remaining questions. Direction to Staff for next steps.
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